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My Basic Workflow is
Lr � Ps � ON1 � Ps � Lr

� Lr is first used to import images, keyword them, then for RAW editing
� From Lr jump to Ps as a smart object, then “convert to linked”
� Use ON1 as a filter on that smart object

� This allows you to come back later and change what you did in ON1
� Typical filters in ON1

� Dynamic Contrast
� HDR Look
� Color Enhancer
� Sunshine

� Back in Ps after ON1, do other processing as needed:
� Dodging and burning
� Cloning
� Export for web using TK action

� Back in Lr
� Create virtual copies for cropping
� Softproof and create versions to print



Importing
� I use a card reader rather 

than connecting the camera to 
computer

� In Lr I import into directories 
on my 5 TB C: drive based on 
date: YYYYMMDD. Later, I add 
a description of the photos to 
the folder name, for example, 
20170920 Bryce Sunrise

� I add keywords for place-
>country->state->city-
>location. If multiple locations 
were visited on the same day, 
I may import a subset of the 
card and then continue to the 
rest of the card with 
subsequent imports.

� C: drive is backed up to 
second drive using Macrium
Reflect. Backup is copied to 
external drive. All data files on 
the computer are backed up to 
the cloud (CrashPlan): so 3 
backups, 1 of which is off-site.



RAW Editing in Lr



Develop Tab: Camera Calibration and 
Lens Corrections



Develop Module: Basic Tab



Detail Tab



Spot Cleanup



Now Open in Ps as a Smart Object



In Ps “Convert to Linked” Smart Object



Browse to the RAW file and replace it 
(this is just copying it onto itself)



Now Launch ON1



Typical Filters: Dynamic Contrast, HDR 
Look, Color Enhancer



Now Do the Other Things Best Left to 
Ps; Dodging/Burning, Cloning, …



Save and Return to Lr for Cropping, 
Softproofing, Printing



Finally, Use Smart Collections to Easily 
Locate your Keepers


